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EAST REGION
Nick Myatt, Region Manager
Western Snowy Plover
The western snowy plover (SNPL), Charadrius
nivosus nivosus, is a native Oregon shorebird that
breeds on coastal beaches and around saline lakes
and wetlands of southeastern Oregon. The SNPL is
listed as threatened statewide in Oregon and the
Pacific coast population is listed as federally
threatened. Additionally, SNPL is highlighted as a
conservation strategy species in the coast range,
nearshore, and basin and range ecoregions of
Oregon. Extensive recovery efforts, including
annual monitoring, have focused on the coastal
population, while little attention has been directed
at the interior subpopulation. Although there have
been periodic surveys of this population dating
back to the early 1980’s, the last major survey
effort occurred in 2007 and 2008 as part of a twoyear national survey of the species. Survey efforts
in 2021 aimed to revisit prioritized historical areas
during the breeding season to estimate the number
of breeding adults.
This project was coordinated by ODFW
conservation program and carried out by 20
observers, including staff from ODFW, Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), as well as volunteers.
From June 15-17, 2021, five priority historical
breeding sites were surveyed including Harney
Lake, Summer Lake, Abert Lake, Alvord Hot
Springs, and Borax Lake. Additionally, Alvord
Lake was visited, but a full survey was abandoned
after viewing a lack of habitat due to extremely
low water levels.
Four hundred and twenty-five breeding adults were
observed at all survey locations. This represents a
25% decline from 2008 and a 19% decline from
the historical average over all surveys conducted in
the same area since 1980. The largest decline from
historical averages occurred at Abert Lake with an
88% decline in adult SNPL observed. Conversely,
Summer Lake appears to be a SNPL breeding area

stronghold with the third highest count of breeding
adults recorded in 2021 and an 18% increase in
adult SNPL observed over the historical average.
Extreme drought conditions affected the results of
this year’s surveys, limiting breeding habitat for
SNPL and possibly contributing to shifts as seen in
the decline at Abert Lake and corresponding
increase at Summer Lake. In addition, there is
significant concern that these low water levels
could result in salinities that affect food sources for
SNPL and other migratory shorebirds that utilize
the area in late summer. SNPL interior breeding
surveys are scheduled to continue an annual basis
with hopes to expand into additional historic areas.
Annual surveys will help managers better track
SNPL population trajectory and available habitat
with fluctuating climatic conditions.

Adult western snowy plover spotted during surveys at
Summer Lake Wildlife Area.

Cold water refuge use by Columbia River
summer steelhead
During Summer 2020, ODFW East Region Fish
Research and collaborators captured and acoustic
tagged 200 wild A-Index Columbia River
steelhead at Bonneville Dam. The primary focus
was to characterize and evaluate adult steelhead
migration patterns and overshoot at the mouth of
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John Day River. However, tagging steelhead at
Bonneville Dam also created the opportunity to
evaluate use of Cold Water Refuge areas by adult
steelhead, which migrate upstream during peak
summer stream temperatures in the Columbia
River.

extensively with 67%, 93%, and 78%, use
respectively, of the total usage by steelhead during
the 2020 angling closure period.
WEST REGION
Bernadette Graham Hudson, Region Manager
Hatcheries’ outdoor areas reopen to
visitors
On June 1, the outdoor areas of ODFW’s hatchery
facilities were reopened to visitors. Hatcheries
were closed to the public on March 17, 2020, to
help stop the spread of Covid-19 and to ensure that
essential staff could continue to care for the fish
and facilities.
To allow the public to safely visit the outdoor
spaces while maintaining safety protocols, hatchery
staff thoughtfully identified areas that would need
to remain closed to continue to make visiting
ODFW hatcheries safe to the public and for the
hatchery staff. Prior to the opener, staff created and
posted signage informing visitors of open and
closed areas on hatchery grounds.

Wild steelhead being released at Bonneville Dam after
acoustic tag implant, August 2020.

As steelhead migrate upstream from Bonneville
Dam, the Cold Water Refuge areas, identified by
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are: Eagle
Creek, Herman Creek, Wind River, Little White
Salmon River (“Drano Lake”), White Salmon
River, Klickitat River, and Deschutes River. We
deployed 1-3 acoustic receivers in each of these
tributaries and its associated plume in the
mainstem Columbia River. This included receivers
near the boundaries of three Thermal Angling
Sanctuary areas (Eagle Creek, Herman Creek,
Deschutes River) that ODFW closed to angling
from July 15 – September 15, 2020.
Drano Lake, White Salmon River, and the
Deschutes River were the most utilized Cold Water
Refuge areas. We detected 13% of the tagged
steelhead at the Eagle Creek plume, 4% in Herman
Creek, 11% at the Wind River plume and 3% in the
Wind River, 69% at the Drano Lake plume and
41% in Drano Lake itself, 40% at the White
Salmon River plume and 10 % in the White
Salmon River, 6% in the Klickitat River, 45% at
the Deschutes River plume and 37% in the
Deschutes River. ODFW’s Thermal Angling
Sanctuaries in and near Eagle Creek, Herman
Creek, and the Deschutes River were also used

So far, the public is respecting closed areas and are
enjoying being able to visit ODFW’s hatcheries
once again.

An Oregon family with guests from Alaska enjoyed
watching juvenile spring Chinook at the pond’s intake while
on a hike along the trails at Gnat Creek Hatchery.
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recaptured within Winter Lake or detected as the
fish emigrate through detection antenna arrays at
the tidegates, where fish enter the Coquille River.
Two smaller tidegate/wetland restoration projects
occur approximately seven and 10 miles downriver
in the Coquille Basin. Fish sampling and PIT
arrays are also installed at these locations for
comparison. Coho were also captured and PITtagged in the main Coquille River upstream of the
tidegate entrance to Winter Lake.

An information kiosk at the Oregon Hatchery Research
Center that was constructed and erected outside so visitors
can safely access information normally housed inside the
center.

Update: Winter Lake restoration project at
Coquille Valley Wildlife Area
The Coquille Watershed Association (CoqWA)
and ODFW’s Coos-Coquille-Tenmile Fish District
staff, along with Corvallis Fish Research staff have
been monitoring coho salmon use of Winter Lake
and adjacent private lands. Winter Lake is a tract of
land within the Coquille Valley Wildlife Area
(CVWA) and the site for a major, multi-year
restoration project.
The CVWA was established in 2013 when ODFW
acquired river valley pasture lands in the middle
Coquille River Valley. A “working landscapes”
approach was implemented, whereby the failing
tidegates of the Beaver Slough Drainage District
were replaced to assist the local economic values
of summer cattle grazing while allowing winter
tidal action and flooding of the adjacent private
lands and the CVWA to achieve ecological uplift.
The Winter Lake Restoration Project was
developed on the CVWA portion, excavating new
meandered channels which mimic historic
floodplain channels, filling in old drainage ditches,
planting riparian and wetland plants, and installing
Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tag detection
arrays and water quality monitoring equipment to
evaluate the project’s enhancements.
Fish are captured by deploying trap nets and by
seining. Juvenile coho are injected with a PIT tag
which can be detected with a hand wand if

Most salmon smolts left Winter Lake by early May
as water levels began to drop and temperatures
were rising. Fish capture and detection data are still
under analysis for this season, but interesting
details through the last detection of the season on
June 2 include:
• 67 coho were captured and 62 tagged in the
Winter Lake Unit; 40 Chinook were
captured in the Winter Lake Unit.
• 1,072 coho were captured in the two
projects downriver, with 410 tagged; 53
Chinook were captured in the two projects
downriver.
• 1,045 coho were captured and 428 tagged
in Beaver Creek (a separate tract of the
CVWA, less altered habitat than Winter
Lake and also used as a reference site for
evaluation). No Chinook were captured at
Beaver Creek although this could be due to
capture methods rather than an absence of
Chinook.
• No PIT tagged coho from Winter Lake
were detected in the lower projects, but
four PIT-tagged coho from the lower sites
migrated seven to ten miles upriver and
entered Winter Lake.
• Residence time in Winter Lake was
generally greater than that in the smaller
projects.
• Fish that resided in Winter Lake and
Beaver Creek were larger than those with
residence time in the two lower projects,
which were in turn larger than fish captured
from the Coquille River in the same
timeframe. Use of the restored wetland
habitats is showing increased growth over
coho residing or emigrating in the main
river.
• Beginning in April, fall Chinook smolts
began to enter Winter Lake and the smaller
projects downriver for a brief “transient”
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residence in restoration channels before
continuing their emigration to the ocean.
While coho numbers in Winter Lake seem low,
large schools of them can be observed “dimpling”
the surface during early morning and late evening
feeding periods. When the overall area (CVWA
and private lands) is flooded, there are 1,700 acres
of over-wintering habitat inundated. The sheer
expanse of this habitat area even at non-flood
levels makes for lower catch rates than the much
smaller comparison sites. A volumetric analysis
was conducted by ODFW District staff to
theoretically compare coho catch rates in the huge
Winter Lake area to catches in the smaller project
sites.
Through Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board
(OWEB) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) grants, the CoqWA is
contracted to conduct fish use and fish passage,
water quality, and channel evolution monitoring.
ODFW staff provide assistance in this effort.
Velocity meters and gate orifice monitors measure
fish passage conditions at the tidegates.
A Monitoring Committee made up of ODFW,
CoqWA, the Drainage District, and
funding/permitting agencies meets quarterly to
discuss monitoring results, water management, and
tidegate operations under an adaptive Water
Management Plan. Monitoring is scheduled to
continue for several years to inform wetland/tidal
restoration practitioners, funding and permitting
agencies, and the agricultural community of the
mutual benefits possible through these working
landscapes approaches.

Winter Lake Unit 2, coho seining, April 2021.

Coho monitoring on Beaver Slough.

Young wildlife hit hard by excessive
heatwave in the North Willamette
Watershed Wildlife District
Young wildlife were hit hard by the Pacific
Northwest heat wave of three-digit temperatures
and high winds the last week of June leading to a
flood of reports of nestlings being forced into early
fledging and on the ground. Staff advised the
public to leave the nestlings alone or put the birds
back where captured, or to contact the nearest
licensed wildlife rehabilitation facility in cases
where animals were injured. Rehabilitation
facilities reported this was their busiest week for
intakes in over 30 years.
Similarly, a three-week-old fawn wandered into a
Clackamas homeowner’s garage seeking shelter.
After daily temperatures decreased staff moved the
fawn to a directly adjacent forested drainage at an
urban park in hopes that it would reconnect with its
mother.
In other district news, regular bear sightings in the
western Cascades continue to be reported but have
not been associated with damage or nuisance
behaviors. Staff are still pushing “living with
bears” information through targeted outreach, and
partner and community engagement. Staff
published an article in the Mountain Times which
serves Government Camp, Rhododendron,
Welches, Zig Zag, Wemme, Sandy, and beyond.
Staff also coordinated with representatives of the
Humane Society of the United States to create a
fact sheet that was distributed to the communities
near Mt. Hood. Staff also coordinated with Mt
Hood National Forest Wildlife Biologists to
operate a “living with wildlife” informational
booth at a Brightwood community 4th of July
parade/gathering.
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Calapooia River fish die off
The Corvallis STEP biologist investigated a fish
die off in the Calapooia River. A landowner just
upstream of McKercher Park and across from the
confluence with Brush Creek noticed 25 - 30 dead
fish collecting in an eddy. Most of the dead fish
were sculpin (reticulate or Paiute) but there were
also three adult trout and an adult Pacific lamprey.

Dead trout, likely cutthroat, Calapooia River.

The reach upstream of Brush Creek is a long
shallow glide that was in the sun for 10-12 hours a
day and water temperatures there registered at
28°C. Water temperature at Brush Creek was
24°C. While other native fishes may have moved
to shaded cooler water or found cold seeps to ride
out the heat wave, sculpin would be less likely to
do so. The deep, cooler pools downstream at
McKercher Park also had dozens of swimmers
during the heatwave which may have caused trout
to move into the warmer upstream waters.
INFORMATON & EDUCATION
Roger Fuhrman, I&E Administrator
Customer retention effort in high gear
The effort to retain customers is running at full
throttle this summer. Preliminary sales figures
indicate outreach efforts are paying off.
New anglers and wildlife viewers have been the
primary outreach targets in the spring to
midsummer. As fall approaches, the focus will
shift more toward hunters. Messages are based on
new customer preferences as revealed by an
ODFW survey earlier in the year.
Tactics include radio, print, digital and video
advertising as well as email campaigns. Ads vary
depending on the demographic profile of each
target audience. Messages point new customers

toward fishing information and the electronic
license system.

A unique approach called “over-the-top” (OTT)
advertising, sends video ads via devices used to
access the internet for gaming and streaming
entertainment. So far, these OTT ads have been
viewed by 391,000 people. More than 95 percent
of people who saw the video watched to
completion. Funding for OTT was provided by a
grant from the Recreational Boating and Fishing
Foundation.
Print projects have included ads as well as
“advertorial” articles that provide information in a
longer form narrative style. These have appeared in
the 2021 Travel Oregon Visitor Guide and the
Camper’s Guide to Fishing in Oregon (online).
Digital ads are appearing on Internet sites where
our new customers browse. So far, digital ads have
reached more than 400,000 people.
The monthly ODFW Messenger reaches 630,000
customers on average, providing information to
inform and engage our customers. There is
emphasis each month on opportunity for new
anglers and reminders about our “start fishing”
page on MyODFW.com. So far this year, more
than 31,000 people have clicked over directly from
the Messenger to the “Buy a License” page (ELS).
Sales data so far indicate success—fishing license
sales are up 12 percent over last year, hunting
licenses are up 2 percent and wildlife area parking
permits are up 34 percent. We would expect a
surge in hunting license sales as our focus shifts in
that direction this fall.
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ODFW boosts wildlife license plate sales
ODFW recently collaborated with the Oregon
Wildlife Foundation (OWF) to promote sales of
license plate vouchers. The new “Watch for
Wildlife” plates feature a mule deer buck with Mt.
Hood in the background. Proceeds from the license
plates will fund projects allowing safe passage for
all types of wildlife crossing highways throughout
the state.

Division Team of the Year award. The team was
presented the award last month at the ODFW
Phillip Schneider Wildlife Area near Dayville,
Oregon.
See the full story here:
https://t.co/BXJoHtMznn?amp=1

The OWF must sell 3,000 vouchers before the
plates may be produced. To speed sales, ODFW
worked with the Foundation to send email
campaigns to hunters, anglers, and wildlife
viewers. To date, more than 250 vouchers have
been sold as a result of the ODFW emails.

Fish and Wildlife Troopers with Senior DDA Allison
Eichmann.

ODFW will continue promoting this opportunity to
protect wildlife and ensure they retain access to
their habitat throughout annual migrations. The
Foundation only needs to sell about 300 more
vouchers before production may begin. If you
would like to learn more, or order a voucher, visit
Watch for Wildlife License Plate | orwildlife
(myowf.org).
OREGON STATE POLICE
Captain Casey Thomas, Fish & Wildlife Division

Last month, the Oregon State Police Fish and
Wildlife Division presented Douglas County
Senior Deputy District Attorney, Allison Eichmann
with the 2020 Wildlife Prosecutor of the Year
Award.
See the full story here:
https://t.co/eDiAqIUIQD?amp=1
CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Andrea Hanson, Oregon Conservation Strategy
Coordinator
Turtle Team at Muddy Valley Reserve
The NW Region Conservation Biologist and
ODFW interns joined the Yamhill Soil and Water
Conservation district staff, Willamette Wildlife
Mitigation Program (WWMP) staff and volunteers
to trap, mark and collect data on Northwestern
pond turtles in the Willamette Valley.

OSP Fish and Wildlife Division 2020 "TEAM OF THE
YEAR".

The Oregon State Police Fish & Wildlife EastCentral Team received the 2020 Fish & Wildlife
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removing approximately 15% of mature northern
pikeminnow from the population via a public sport
reward fishery, as large and mature northern
pikeminnow are known to prey heavily on juvenile
salmon and steelhead.
As part of its evaluation of the NPMP, each year
ODFW staff tag and release northern pikeminnow
≥ 200 mm (approximately 9-inches) fork length
(FL).

ODFW Interns and Conservation biologist work with
landowner/WWMP partner to rig turtle traps for deployment
into a nearby pond.

The project kicked off a long-term study of the
native reptile which is being conducted at the
Muddy Valley Habitat Reserve south of
McMinnville. The property is part of the WWMP
and the landowner was on-hand to provide support
and access for the turtle team.

A Northwestern pond turtle is documented and released
back into pond.

OCEAN SALMON and COLUMBIA RIVER
PROGRAM
Tucker Jones, Ocean Salmon and Columbia River
Program Manager
Northern Pikeminnow Management
Program – use of an alternative external
tag
The Northern Pikeminnow Management Program
(NPMP), first implemented in 1991, is a
collaborative effort between the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife and the Pacific
States Marine Fisheries Commission, with funding
from the Bonneville Power Administration. The
goal of the program is to help mitigate for the
impacts of the Columbia River hydropower system
by reducing predation on out-migrating juvenile
salmon and steelhead. This is achieved by annually

Tagged fish incentivize the sport reward fishery as
those fish caught with an external tag are worth
$500, while untagged fish are worth $5-8.
Moreover, recapture of tagged fish allows ODFW
to monitor the annual exploitation rate of this
native species and in turn estimate predation
reduction benefits.
In 2000, the program reduced the minimum size of
reward fish from 250 mm FL to 200 mm FL.
Since then, tag return rates for northern
pikeminnow 200-249 mm FL have been low and
our ability to estimate exploitation for this size
class has been inconsistent. At the same time, fish
in this size range continue to be a substantial
portion of the overall sport reward harvest (e.g.,
37% of the total catch in 2019 and 32% in 2020).
We hypothesized that post-release mortality on
smaller fish due to tagging injuries associated with
the traditional lock-loop tag could be a major factor
in these apparently disparate observations. The
traditional lock-loop tag pierces the entire body
below the dorsal fin and is large relative to the
body size of small fish, particularly those < 250
mm FL. Therefore, beginning in 2019 we began
testing an alternative tag type, the T-bar anchor tag,
by marking approximately 50% of northern
pikeminnow with T-bar anchor tags and 50% with
the traditional lock-loop tags. The T-bar anchor tag
is smaller and does not pierce the entire body.
We found that 85% of the tag returns for northern
pikeminnow 200- 249 mm FL in 2019 were
marked with T-bar anchor tags and 65% of tag
returns for this size class in 2020 were marked with
T-bar anchor tags. The results are consistent with
what we would expect if survival rates were
modestly improved by use of the smaller less
intrusive T-bar tag. However, retention of the Tbar tag may be problematic for the purposes of the
NPMP. Observed tag loss of T-bar anchor tags
with recaptures in the sport reward fishery was
reduced from 65% in 2019 to 32% in 2020. This
change is likely reflective of improvements in
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tagging training protocols and optimized
anatomical placement of the T-bar anchor tags,
however, the tag loss rate was much higher than
2020 loss rates for lock-loop tags (3%). We intend
to reevaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses
of each tag type with more data and will use both
tag types again in 2021.
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION COMMITTEE
Shannon Hurn, Deputy Director and D&I
Committee Chair
Office Managers Workshop D&I Training
As part of the annual Office Managers Workshop
held online on June 8, members of the D&I
committee gave a presentation and facilitated
discussion on various topics related to diversity
and inclusion. A short video presentation titled
Diversity & Inclusion: What is my role and
responsibility provided an overview of the D&I
Committee as well as where to find resources
throughout ODFW and on the agency website. A
longer discussion and presentation focused on
unconscious bias and diversity of thought and
communication styles.

Beaver State Podcast
ODFW’s podcast, Beaver State was developed to
provide education and inclusiveness in learning
about wildlife management and to highlight
inclusiveness in the outdoors. The podcast has
featured several hunters and anglers of color, and
even appears on the Racial Justice Resource List
developed by Governor Kate Brown’s Office of
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.
The Beaver State podcast recently interviewed
Carla Bauer: https://myodfw.com/articles/episode60-vegan-hunter-carla-brauer. The podcast shares
how animal rights activist and practicing vegan
Carla Brauer decided to look more deeply into
animal agriculture to be more informed about it, it
led down a rabbit hole and eventually to a chicken
egg, which was the start of her journey towards
hunting, taxidermy and small-scale farming.
Brauer is now the Regional Director for Back
Country Hunters and Anglers, a hunter education
instructor for Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife and the owner of Dermestidarium Skull
Cleaning, a service that utilizes beetles to strip the
meat off of bones. The podcast discusses LGBTQ
representation in hunting, the many pathways
people may travel to hunting and the simplicities of
doing what you love and helping others find their
way there in this episode.
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